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Abstract
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The loss of efficiency and dependability in wireless
communications, caused by the increasing spectrum scarcity
problem, is particularly critical for battery-powered devices
such as sensor nodes. Cognitive Wireless Sensor Networks
(CWSNs) arise in order to mitigate this situation by adding
cognitive radio capabilities to them. However, the closed
architecture and limited resources of traditional nodes
represent a major constraint to perform certain required
cognitive tasks. On the other hand, Software-Defined Radios
(SDRs), which have the flexibility and performance needed
to overcome the aforementioned limitations, currently have
a power consumption too high for these networks. In this
work, we propose a hybrid methodology of operation that
consists of exploiting SDR technology only for those actions
that strictly require its high flexibility, using traditional fixed
hardware transceivers, which demand less node’s resources,
for the remaining tasks. Then, we present the architecture
and the main electronic components of a platform able
to operate according to this methodology. This solution
constitutes a significant reduction in power consumption
compared with existing low-power SDRs, while maintaining
the functionality needed for research in CWSNs.

The global adoption and use of wireless communications
is growing rapidly in all areas of society and industry.
According to forecasts [3], there will be over 11.6 billion
of mobile-connected devices by 2020. As a result, global
mobile data traffic is expected to grow to 30.6 exabytes per
month by then, nearly an eightfold increase over 2015. Most
of these devices are aimed to operate in the same license-free
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands, causing these
to reach a very high level of occupancy. This fact poses an
important challenge to overcome: the spectral coexistence.
To address this challenge and achieve a reliable
communication, the Cognitive Radio (CR) paradigm was
defined [7]. Basically, it consists of a fully reconfigurable
wireless transceiver with learning capabilities that is aware
of its own resources, its surrounding environment and the
user communication needs, and automatically adapts its
internal parameters to the network and user demands.
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are one of the areas
with the highest demand for cognitive capabilities because
most of them operate in those overcrowded bands and they
have to make a very efficient use of energy. For this
last reason, traditional sensor nodes generally just consist
of a Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) radio chip and
some sensors connected to a basic Microcontroller Unit
(MCU). COTS radio chips have a high power efficiency and
performance because they implement the lower layers of the
communications stack as an Application-Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC), only providing a packet-level interface with
the MCU. Nevertheless, this closed architecture, along with
the limited node’s resources, impose significant constraints
to perform some required CR tasks, such as: spectrum
sensing or Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control
(MAC) layers adaptation, which have achieved relevant
improvements in wireless communications efficiency [8].
In contrast, SDRs, which have the entire communication
protocol stack implemented in software, reconfigurable
hardware or a combination of both, have demonstrated an
extraordinary flexibility and performance to overcome the
aforementioned limitations [9], being the most appropriate
technology for communication protocol researching,
prototyping and verification. Nevertheless, most of them
were designed from the CR perspective, i.e., without
considering the unique challenges posed by the limited
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Introduction

resources of CWSNs. Therefore, most existing SDRs rely on
chips with better performance than the typical ones in sensor
nodes, so the consumption and price are far higher.
Thus, one of the major challenges in CWSNs [1, 2] is
to find a compromise between a traditional sensor node
architecture and a more flexible one, with enough computing
performance to implement CR strategies, but maintaining a
reasonable power consumption to guarantee the feasibility of
operating in a realistic long-term testbeds.
In this work, we address this challenge in two ways.
As a first contribution, we propose a hybrid methodology
of operation that consists of exploiting SDR capabilities
only for those actions that strictly require them, using
traditional fixed hardware transceivers, that demand less
node’s resources, for the remaining tasks. As a second
contribution, we present the architecture and the main
electronic components of a platform able to operate
according to this methodology.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, some low-power SDR approaches are reviewed.
In Section 3, the power consumption of these reference
platforms is analyzed in detail. Based on this analysis, a
new hybrid methodology to operate CWSN nodes along with
the main aspects of their hardware design are presented in
Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Finally, conclusions and future
lines of work are offered in Section 6.

using a high-speed ADC/DAC stage for higher data rates.
Based on this previous work, Kuo et al. [5] implement the
µSDR platform and demonstrate that their approach is the
first one capable of running for a full day on a pack of AA
batteries thanks to its sub-Watt power consumption in sleep
mode. Moreover, they also achieve a significant reduction in
cost and size compared with the existing SDR platforms.
Along the same lines, Szilvási et al. [11] develop
another low-power SDR platform, called MarmotE SDR,
based again on a Microsemi’s SmartFusion flash-FPGA
and a Maxim Integrated transceiver, this time the 2.4 GHz
MAX2830. In their work, they evaluate the FPGA logic
resource utilization and the platform power consumption.
Its results show that the MarmotE SDR has sufficient
computational resources to approach the WSN research from
the PHY/MAC layers perspective and its power consumption
allows a several hours long battery-based operation, which
can be further extended by duty cycling.
However, it should be noted that when the flexibility of
SDR operation is only required to perform some sporadic
tasks, as is the case of CWSNs, these systems introduce
penalties in several aspects, as explained throughout this
work.
In the next section, we analyze these approaches in depth
to subsequently propose a series of additional solutions
aimed at achieving a greater consumption reduction.

2

3

Related Work

During the last years some low-power SDR approaches
oriented to battery-powered devices have appeared. The aim
of these works is to promote experimental research of the
PHY/MAC layers in low-power wireless communications.
Dutta et al. [4] propose to build a small, low-cost,
and low-power SDR platform around the Microsemi’s
SmartFusion System-on-Chip (SoC) FPGA, which would
act as the mixed-signal processing back-end. This device
integrates a flash-based FPGA fabric, a 100 MHz ARM
Cortex-M3 processor, and programmable analog circuitry.
Thus, it gives more flexibility than traditional fixed-function
MCUs without the excessive cost of soft processor cores on
traditional FPGAs. Moreover, compared to SRAM-based
FPGAs, flash-based FPGAs use non-volatile flash memory
cells to load the active configuration that defines the function
of the programmable logic elements and their connections.
This sort of cells greatly reduces the static (leakage)
consumption, which is crucial for low-power operation.
Along with the SmartFusion, they propose to use the
MAX2831 highly-integrated transceiver as a 2.4 GHz
front-end. This device allows direct access to the In-phase
and Quadrature (I/Q) components of the baseband signals
and it integrates almost all the circuitry required to
implement the radio front-end functions into a single chip
that draws very low power in sleep mode and can wake up
rapidly when needed. This high level of integration and
flexibility enables a considerable reduction in size, time to
market and bill of materials, as most elements of an SDR are
found in just two chips. Finally, these two components could
be connected directly through the SmartFusion on-chip
analog front-end for low baseband modulation rates, or by

Power Consumption Analysis

As shown in Section 2, there are already a couple of
low-power SDR approaches that have achieved a substantial
reduction of the energy consumption compared to previously
existing SDR systems. In fact, both are very similar, relying
on the SmartFusion SoC as a mixed-signal processing
back-end and MAX283X transceivers as 2.4 GHz front-ends.
Tests conducted on these platforms constitute a good
proof of concept of the range of possibilities that this
technology gives. However, their power consumption is
still too high to permit CWSNs long-term deployments, and
it is also higher than the one of WSN solutions based on
COTS radio chips by orders of magnitude. Moreover, the
appearance of new IC solutions make existing approaches
obsolete. For example, both platforms are based on the
original SmartFusion, which does not support any ultralow power mode while its new version, SmartFusion2,
does. Therefore, these platforms have been studied in
detail to propose a new methodology of operation, and a
series of significant hardware design improvements aimed
at achieving a greater consumption reduction.
Although some enhancements are straightforward, like
the upgrade to the SmartFusion2, it is interesting to observe
the consumption data of these reference systems in order to
understand where and under which power mode the largest
current draw occurs.
Figure 1 depicts the energy consumption of the MarmotE
SDR platform in transmit, receive, and sleep modes. It
represents the measurements performed by Szilvási et
al. [11, 10]. Specifically, they implemented a Binary
Frequency-Shift Keying (BFSK) PHY layer, that was chosen
to be able to compare the measurements with the CC1000
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Figure 1. Power consumption of the MarmotE SDR platform in various operation modes.
transceiver, used by reference WSN nodes, MICAz and
TelosB. It is assumed that the power consumption of the
µSDR platform will be very similar to the MarmotE SDR,
considering that the main parts, which are responsible for
the largest energy expenditure, are identical or analogous in
both platforms.
The first thing that stands out regarding Figure 1 is that
the radio transceiver used is responsible for more than half
of the power consumption in those modes in which it is
active, and it reaches 86% of the total consumption in
the transmit mode. Moreover, its I/Q interface is analog,
so a bidirectional analog-to-digital conversion stage, also
called Analog Front-End (AFE), is needed in between the
transceiver and the processing back-end. Since the AFE
included in the SmartFusion has a maximum sample rate of
600 ksps, which seriously limits the baseband modulation
rates, an external 22 Msps ultra-low power AFE is used in
the platform, specifically the Maxim Integrated MAX19706.
This device has a power consumption of 15 mW when
operating, which must be added to the one of the transceiver.
Therefore, these two components constitute one of the most
critical parts of the design, with a high impact in the final
energy utilization. Thus, it would be very desirable to find a
radio front-end solution with a lower energy consumption.
On the other hand, as CWSNs are mainly orientated
to low duty cycle applications, the sleep mode is where
most time is spent, thus its consumption must be as
lower as possible in order to extend the network lifetime.
This is where the ultra-low power modes provided by the
Microsemi’s SmartFusion2 will play a huge role. While
the SmartFusion is responsible for a 50 mW consumption
in sleep mode, as shown in Figure 1, the SmartFusion2
includes important low power features that greatly lower
it. Specifically, in Flash*Freeze mode, the FPGA fabric
consumes only 1 mW, while during normal operation, the
static power of a 50K gate model is 10 mW. Moreover,
thanks to the flash-based technology, it takes no more than
about 100 µs to enter or exit Flash*Freeze mode, and the
device is able to retain SRAM content, I/O state, and register
data. Thus, after exiting this mode, the SmartFusion2
continues to operate where it left off, drastically reducing
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power consumption. Apart from these features, the ARM
Cortex-M3 processor and the SoC peripherals can also be
put into low power states if required [6].
Finally, it is noteworthy that the Temperature
Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCXO), which is used
to drive the radio transceiver stably and accurately, has a
fixed energy consumption of 20 mW. This is because it is
always enabled by design, even in sleep mode. Such kind
of details are critical and should be avoided in low-power
systems, whose sleep modes should be able to turn off all
non-essential parts.
Having reviewed the MarmotE SDR in depth, if we
compare the above information with the power consumption
of the CC1000, we can conclude that even with all
the proposed improvements there is still a big difference
between them. Specifically, based on the specifications
and assuming a 3.3 V supply voltage, the crystal oscillator
turned-on, a BFSK modulation in the 433 MHz band and an
output power of 0 dBm, the consumption data of the CC1000
in transmit, receive and sleep modes are just 34.3 mW,
24.4 mW and 0.66 µW respectively. That difference is the
cost of having a more flexible node architecture with enough
resources to acquire cognition, and it must be compensated
by the efficiency gains achieved at a network level. That
is, what matters is not only the consumption of a node in
each operating mode, but also the total energy spent by
the network to provide a certain service, which will depend
on the efficiency of the communication between the nodes
within it. Therefore, cognitive capabilities should be used
to reduce the time spent by nodes in transmit and receive
modes. At the same time, it should be noted that as the
problem of spectral saturation gradually increases, nodes
without cognitive capabilities will have more problems with
their communication and, therefore, will spend more time
and energy on this task.

4

Hybrid Methodology to Operate CWSN
Nodes

As reviewed in the previous section, even though the
consumption of SDR platforms can be significantly lowered,
it is still much higher than the one of traditional fixed
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hardware transceivers. Thus, to achieve a more efficient
solution, suitable to permit the deployment of CWSNs longterm testbeds, it is essential to consider additional strategies
to operate it in a more efficient manner, especially the radio
stage, which usually dominates the system power budget.
Undoubtedly, CWSNs greatly benefit from the SDR
technology in regard to certain tasks, such as the spectrum
sensing or the customization of the lower layers of the
communication stack. However, considering real possible
applications, there is a substantial percentage of the time
in which it is not necessary to use any of those powerhungry cognitive features. For example, after sensing
the radio environment and adapting some communication
parameters, nodes can operate normally until they start to
have communication problems again, and they need to repeat
the sensing-adaptation process. Another example would be if
a CWSN employs a custom modulation only for the control
channel, using a standard one for the rest of the data. In
those moments, when no special task or customization is
required, the use of an SDR system results in a considerable
penalty in terms of power consumption and resource usage.
Conversely, the use of a fixed function transceiver in these
situations, such as the CC1000, would allow us to take
advantage of its higher efficiency in those terms. This would
mean a great reduction in the nodes’ consumption, while the
network could still benefit from having cognitive features.
In addition, the Hardware Description Language (HDL)
implementation and evaluation of the PHY/MAC layers for
SDR systems implies a major commitment of time and
money because of its complexity. This is a price that must be
paid when working with SDRs, even when these layers do
not include any cognitive feature.
Thus, we propose that the optimal solution in all the
aforementioned aspects is to be able to change between an
SDR and a traditional transceiver, and only use the first one
for those specific tasks that strictly require it. This hybrid
methodology to operate nodes, conceived as a compromise
between hardware flexibility and energy efficiency, supposes
a new approach for the CWSN field.

5

Platform Architecture

As a second contribution of this work, we present
MIGOU, a platform able to operate according to our
proposed hybrid methodology. In this section, we discuss
its architecture and main electronic components, which have
been carefully selected attending to the limited resources of
sensor nodes.
The Atmel’s AT86RF215 (Figure 2) is a device comprised
of two highly-integrated radio transceivers that is specifically
designed to minimize the number of external components
required on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). It allows
simultaneous independent reception in both transceivers,
which operate in the sub-1 GHz and 2.4 GHz bands
respectively. Moreover, each one is paired with an optimized
baseband core that supports a wide variety of data rates
with three modulation schemes. This allows a highly
efficient implementation of PHY layers compliant with the
IEEE 802.15.4g-2012 and the ETSI TS 102 887-1 standards,
and the use of other proprietary ones.
Alternatively, users can route the I/Q data stream directly
to/from an external processor. This is done through a
serial Low Voltage Differential Signal (LVDS) interface.
Furthermore, since this is a digital interface, the need for an
intermediate AFE stage between both devices is eliminated.
With the mentioned features, each radio transceiver of the
AT86RF215 supports two operating modes, which do not
need to be the same. In baseband mode, the internal highlyoptimized baseband core controls the radio and processes the
data encoding/decoding for transmitting and receiving from
the internal frame buffers. However, this core is limited to
the supported modulations and configurations options. On
the other hand, in the I/Q radio mode, the radio is controlled
from an external microcontroller via a Serial Peripheral
Interface (SPI) and the data are exchanged via the LVDS
interface, allowing the use of an external baseband processor
for implementing custom SDR features to perform cognitive
strategies. The ability to switch between these two modes of
operation allows a node to carry out the hybrid methodology
proposed in the previous section.
Therefore, most of the required elements of our
low-power platform with SDR capabilities are found mainly
in two chips that can be connected directly: the AT86RF215
as a radio front-end, and the SmartFusion2 SoC as a control
unit and mixed-signal processing back-end. Specifically,
the ARM Cortex-M3 contained in the SoC is responsible
for setting and controlling the transceiver via SPI. When
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Figure 4. Power consumption comparison in milliwatts (mW).
the platform is in baseband mode, these are the only two
parts involved. On the other hand, when any custom
processing must be performed, it will take place in the
FPGA fabric, which is connected with the AT86RF215 via
the I/Q data interface, as shown in Figure 3. The internal
communication between the FPGA fabric and the ARM
Cortex-M3 is based on the AMBA High-performance Bus
(AHB), which provides enough bandwidth and avoids data
bottleneck problems. Thus, the boundary between software
and hardware has a great flexibility, which is very desirable
for SDRs.
Moreover, this proposed platform not only allows to
implement our hybrid methodology aimed at reducing power
consumption, but it also represents a reduction of current
draw even operating in a single mode, because of the
new components selected. This can be seen in Figure 4,
where a comparison between MIGOU, the MarmotE SDR
and the CC1000 is shown, all of them using a binary
FSK modulation. The power consumption data of the
MarmotE SDR and the CC1000 were extracted from [11],
while the ones of the proposed platform were calculated
based on datasheets’ specifications. For the AT86RF215,
we assumed that the 2.4 GHz radio front-end is employed
while the sub-1 GHz transceiver is in sleep mode, the power
supply is 3.0 V and, when receiving in baseband mode, the
operation with Reduced Power Consumption (RPC), with
on-off time 1:16, is enabled. For the SmartFusion2, we
employed the information provided in [6], which is 1 mW
of consumption in Flash*Freeze mode and 10 mW of static
power in baseband mode, when any processing task has to
be performed by the SoC. When the platform is in I/Q mode,
the modulation/demodulation takes place in the FPGA, so we
assumed the same consumption as the MarmotE SDR, which
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employs the SmartFusion. Finally, the same criterion was
used for the consumption of the TCXO except for the sleep
mode, where it will be turned off as explained in Section 3.
Regarding this comparison, it can be stated that our
proposed system leads to a great reduction in power
consumption compared with the MarmotE SDR reference
platform. In fact, it is closer to the CC1000 integrated
radio chip in those terms. That reduction is especially
large in sleep mode, which is where most time is spent
and, therefore, where the impact on the final application
consumption will be higher. Moreover, as expected, there is
also a remarkable difference in energy consumption between
the I/Q and baseband modes, especially in reception. Thus,
exploiting our hybrid methodology to find a good balance
between the use of the I/Q mode for implementing cognitive
features, and the use of the baseband mode for saving energy,
will have significant benefits in terms of power consumption
and it will be an important line of research in the future.
On the other hand, the platform is equipped with
dedicated hardware to monitor its own power consumption
while it is operating, facilitating its characterization. This
feature is essential for experimental purposes, but it is
also highly recommended for real applications as such
information can be used as an input in cognitive algorithms.
Finally, the size and price of the SmartFusion2 and the
AT86RF215, as the major components of MIGOU, confirm
the feasibility of implementing a platform for the CWSN
field with a similar size as traditional nodes, and a cost
around 100e, depending on the resources of the selected
device models.

6

Conclusions

Given the spectrum scarcity problem, mostly in
unlicensed ISM bands, and the forecasts regarding the
increasing pervasion of wireless communications, it is
essential to optimize the use of the spectrum to ensure the
proper functioning of services and devices in the near future.
To achieve this, SDR-capable platforms seem to be
the best option as they give full access to the entire
communication stack and offer a high flexibility to customize
it, greatly improving the ability to sense and adapt to the
radio environment. However, the consumption of the current
solutions is too high for real battery-powered devices. This
prevents application areas of great interest, like WSNs, IoT
or smartphones, to benefit from their valuable features.
In this work in progress, we face this challenge with a
double contribution. On the one hand, we propose a hybrid
methodology of nodes operation that consists of exploiting
SDR capabilities only for those actions that strictly require
them, using traditional fixed hardware transceivers, that
demand less node’s resources, for the remaining tasks. This
approach represents a promising paradigm in the field of
CWSN, and opens a wide range of possibilities as it allows
to add any specific functionality to the different layers of
the communication stack, while keeping the option of using
highly optimized cores for the standard operation.
On the other hand, we present the architecture and the
main electronic components needed for the development of
a platform able to operate according to this methodology.
These components have been carefully selected based on
the analysis of the consumption of the reference platforms.
Thus, the use of the SmartFusion2 SoC as the processing
back-end, achieves a reduction in consumption of an order
of magnitude in sleep mode, which for low duty-cycled
applications, such as CWSNs, has a huge impact in terms
of energy efficiency. Moreover, the AT86RF215, as a
radio front-end, not only enables the implementation of the
aforementioned methodology with a single radio chip, but
it can also operate in multiple ISM bands, adding an extra
flexibility to the platform.
Finally, the reduced number of components required,
as well as their prices and sizes, confirm the feasibility

and suitability of the platform for applications based on
autonomous nodes with limited resources. Then, when
finished, MIGOU will allow to test and evaluate existing
works in real scenarios, and to develop new cognitive
solutions aimed at improving the efficiency of wireless
communications.
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